Organ culture of human lymphoid tissue. II. Marked differences in cytokine production and proliferation between slice and suspension cultures of human spleen.
Recently, we have established a method for the culture of human spleen slices in vitro. The procedure allows thin slices (200-350 microns) of human spleen to be cultured for up to 7 days. Using this method, we have previously established that unstimulated spleen slices spontaneously synthesize and secrete considerably higher levels of immunoglobulin than suspension cultures of the same tissue run in parallel. In this study, we report that there are also marked differences in the cytokine secretion profile between slices and suspensions and in their proliferative response. In brief, control and PHA-stimulated spleen slices secrete high levels of IL-1 beta, IL-6, IL-8 and IL-11 while the levels found in suspension supernatants are appreciably lower. By way of contrast, high levels of IL-2, IL-4, IL-10 and TNF alpha are found in suspension culture supernatants following PHA stimulation while the response in slice cultures is extremely low. These differences are also reflected in the results obtained at the cellular (intracellular cytokine) level. Additional studies reveal that spontaneous immunoglobulin production observed in spleen slices can be inhibited by the addition of specific antibodies to IL-1 beta, IL-6 and TNF alpha and that the bulk of the IL-6 and IL-1 beta detected in culture supernatants represents de novo synthesis. Finally, the background and mitogen-stimulated proliferative response of tissue slices is meagre compared with that observed in spleen suspensions suggesting that proliferation in the former is held under strict control. Collectively, we believe that the tissue slice procedure described provides us with a system for studying integrated events in lymphoid tissues in vitro and evaluating immunomodulatory substances of potential clinical importance.